What isn’t staged—is that a sarcastic
question or a serious assertion?
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But my work—it’s staged. It’s all staged. For every
picture you see here, I’ve choreographed every body
and prop in my studio, sketched them, repositioned
them and started over. I’ve focused the portable
lights, spiked the studio floors with masking tape
and returned each morning to study those contrived
scenes. Don’t be fooled.
This elaborate staging, the labor itself, is the point for
me. I don’t use photos to help me make a picture.
Instead I employ live models, scrounge for props and
appreciate the chance to spend long hours finding a
way to picture them.
Unless you’re Clement Greenberg (who said
painting is only about itself), painting is about making
compelling illusions, and I love the search for novel
ways to do that. I enjoy spending the day studying
a detail on a chessboard or middle finger, and
discovering how to communicate that at a glance.
So painting suits me, especially with some Tom
Waits music playing in the background. And it suits
me to play with the rules of painting, from looking for
new ways to spark picture ideas to asking whether
Renaissance perspective is the best way to convey
the illusion of depth.
I make up rules for myself. For the paintings hanging
here, I measured every body part and every plate or
spoon at exactly life size, so to some extent all these
pictures communicate what it’s like to be there sizing
up the subject. That’s why I carved through panels in
some of these pictures, setting real shadows against
trompe l’oeil shadows. It’s a chance to indulge in
some echo of the 3-D parallax we see when we walk
past things.
With all this artifice, I hope I’m showing you a
place through which to look differently at our real,
spontaneous world.
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I’ll tell you, I’d love for the title of this show to be a
serious assertion because I think surprise beauty
and accidental fun feel precious: a pile of spoons as
they’re dropped by a toddler, a summer street bent
through the neck of a wine bottle, an athlete warming
up with an unusual angle to the light. I’m attracted
to plenty that isn’t staged, and as a painter I try to
convey the feelings that go with those moments.
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